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Baker, E.D. Frog Princess
After reluctantly kissing a frog because he claimed to be a prince, 14-year-old Princess Emma turns into a frog also and joins her frog friend on a journey to find the witch who messed up the kissing spell.

Baker, E.D. Prince Among Frogs
While Princess Millie and her dragon fiancé prepare for their wedding, the entire royal family of Greater Greensward teams up to find Millie's baby brother, who has been kidnapped and turned into a frog.

Bauer, Marion. The Very Little Princess: Rose's Story
After discovering a delicate, china doll in an old trunk, Rose is amazed when the doll comes to life, claiming to be a princess, and starts ordering Rose about.

DiCamillo, Kate. The Tale of Despereaux
The adventures of Despereaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who longs to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.

Ebbitt, Carolyn. The Extra-Ordinary Princess
Although Amelia, the youngest of the four princesses in Gossling, seems in all ways ordinary, she discovers that she has an important role to play in saving her kingdom from destruction.

George, Jessica Day. Tuesdays at the Castle.
When the king and queen are ambushed while traveling, it is up to Princess Celie—the castle's favorite—with her secret knowledge of its never-ending twists and turns, to protect their home and save their kingdom.

Lairamore, Dawn. Ivy’s Ever After
Fourteen-year-old Ivy, a most unroyal princess, befriends Elridge, the dragon sent to keep her in a tower, and together they set out on a perilous quest to find Ivy's fairy godmother, who may be able to save both from their dire fates.

Lasky, Kathryn. Born to Rule
At an exclusive princess camp where the girls wear tiaras to go swimming and use real jewels to make their crafts, Princess Alicia is enjoying her posh summer experience when a ghostly voice begins to haunt her residence.

Levine, Gail Carson. Ella Enchanted
Ella’s fairy Godmother gives her the gift-and curse-of obedience at her birth. As a result, Ella cannot refuse any command and feels she is often taken advantage of. To regain control of her life, Ella must outwit a kingdom filled with ogres, giants, and wicked stepsisters.

Paterson, Katherine. The King's Equal
A dying king makes his son his heir—on one condition. Vain Prince Raphael must marry a woman who is his equal in beauty, intelligence, and wealth... Does such a woman exist?

Zahler, Diane. A True Princess.
Twelve-year-old Lilia goes north to seek the family she has never known, accompanied by her friends Kai and Karina and their dog Ove, on an adventure fraught with peril, especially when they become lost in Bitra Forest, the Elf King's domain. Inspired by the Hans Christian Andersen tale, The Princess and the Pea.

More Authors and Series:
- Crowne, Alyssa. Perfectly Princess series.
- Greene, Stephanie. Princess Posy series.
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